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September: Key VTmtss Takeaways

• The VTmtss Framework consists of 5, innovation-
neutral components:
– Systemic Approach; Effective Collaboration; 

Comprehensive and Balanced Assessment; HQII; 
Professional Expertise

• VTmtss supports the work of all educators (including 
GenEd and specialized support service providers)
– Administrators as key innovators

• VTmtss is distinct from the local level 
supports/structures that more directly impact student 
outcomes and support provision (ex: ESTs)



September: Key Early MTSS Takeaways

✓ A systemic framework that supports program 
wide/school wide implementation and sustainability of 
Evidence Based Practices (EBP) to fidelity

✓ Innovation neutral with social and emotional well-
being at the core

✓ Increases instructional knowledge and use of EBPs 
across universal, targeted, and intensive needs

✓ Boundaries between tiers are seamless and fluid

✓ Utilizes Data Based, Problem Solving and Decision 
Making

✓ Builds a sustainable statewide system of high quality 
inclusive early childhood learning environments for 
each child

✓ Builds cross-sector coordination and mixed delivery 
model

✓ Builds vertical alignment and continuum with VTmtss



Today’s Objectives

Participants will:

• Review the 4 essential questions that Early MTSS and VTmtss
should be helping you to answer:
– What local level supports/structures support schools in answering each of 

them?

• Review the Special Education rule change categories

• Identify systems improvement opportunities associated with rule 
change:
– Improve our Special Education systems (3-21), including service delivery

– Articulate critical connections between Early MTSS and VTmtss/support 
delivery

• Make connections across Early MTSS and VTmtss, local level 
supports/structures, and SpEd rule changes

• Receive a preview of our November rule change presentation
– What will we be covering?

– ACTIVITY:  what do you need to know?



Early MTSS and VTmtss : 

Essential Questions for Student Supports

Your Early MTSS and VTmtss frameworks 
should inform and improve your ability to 
address the following questions:

1. How are students who need additional 
supports identified?

2. How are supports for those students 
identified?

3. How are supports being delivered?

4. How is student progress being monitored?



Implementing Rule Changes Locally

These are the school and LEA-level supports and 
structures that should be directly engaged in that work:

• General Education classroom instruction
• Evidence Based Practices/Interventions 
• Public and Private Prekindergarten Education classroom
• Pyramid Model Practices
• Educational Support Teams (EST)
• Evaluation Planning Team (EPT)
• Individualized Education Programs (IEP) teams
• Response to Intervention (RTI)
• Coordinated and Standards-Aligned Curriculum
• Needs-Based Professional Learning (NBPD)
• Local Comprehensive Assessment Systems (LCAS)
• Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS)
• Section 504



Early MTSS and VTmtss Frameworks (1)

Existing local 
Support Systems….

…are evaluated through an 
Early and VTmtss lens…

…to become improved 
and expanded.



Early MTSS and VTmtss Frameworks (2)

Existing local 
Support 
Systems….

…are evaluated 
through an 
Early and 
VTmtss lens…

…to become 
improved 
and 
expanded.

…to better 
support Special 
Ed rule change 
work.



Special Education (3-21) Rule Changes: 

Background

• In 2016 AOE commissioned two studies.

1. UVM Study: Evaluates special education funding models (2016 Act 148 Sec. 3).

2. DMG Report: Compares current practice to best practices for special education 
service delivery (2016 Act 148 Sec. 4) in 10 representative Supervisory 
Unions/Supervisory Districts.

• In 2018, the General Assembly enacted Act 173 that:

1. Establishes an Advisory group to shape proposed rules and procedures.

2. Outlines a several-year transition to the new funding system providing time for 
rule-making, procedure development and professional learning.

3. Mandates resources to support professional learning in best practices.

• State Board of Education opened the entirely of rule 2360 which resulted in 
several changes to the Special Education (3-21) Rules.

• The State Board adopted the new Special Education Rule Series 1300 
(Special Education Finance) and updated 2360 on May 13, 2021, to be made 
effective July 1, 2022.



Special Education (3-21) Rule Changes: 

What’s New (1)

• Specific Learning Disability eligibility determination
o Removal of the discrepancy model as a method for determining 

eligibility for SLD

• Adverse effect
o Removal of criteria for determining adverse effect – more 

flexibility in determining if the student's disability adversely 
effects his/her/their educational and functional performance.

• Functional Skills
o Functional skills means “the acquisition of essential and critical 

skills needed for children with disabilities to learn specific daily 
living, personal, social, and employment skills or the skills 
needed to increase performance and independence at work, in 
school, in the home, in the community, for leisure time and for 
post-secondary and other life-long opportunities.”



Special Education (3-21) Rule Changes: 

What’s New (2)

• Goal-writing

oMeasurable annual goals related to the child's present 
levels of academic and functional performance, which 
shall:
– (1) Use pertinent data to inform the development of 

appropriate goals and objectives

• Parent Input

oThe IEP shall contain a section for parents to provide 
written comments regarding their child’s IEP

• Special Education Definition

oClarification on Vermont and Federal



Additional Special Education Rule Changes:  

Early Childhood Special Education (ESCE)

They include:

• Least Restrictive Environment (3 through 5) (2361.3)

o The LEA may, but is not required to, provide ECSE services outside of the LEA, 
even if the child is enrolled in an out-of-district UPK program.

o UPK programs must adhere to all State and Federal laws.

o UPK programs shall allow access to ECSE service providers and permit 
announced and unannounced visits by representatives of the AOE, AHS, and 
school district staff.

• IEP Content (2361.5 IEP)

o The IEP present levels of performance, goals, and objectives shall align with 
the early childhood outcome areas: (a) Positive Social and Emotional Skills and 
Relationships; (b) Acquisition and Use and Knowledge and Skills; and (c) 
Taking Appropriate Action to Meet Needs.



How will the Early MTSS and VTmtss

Frameworks Support These Changes?

Ex: Utilizing Data-Based Decision Making

• Use disaggregated data to make decisions about specially designed 
instruction and academic and behavioral supports

Ex: Developing High Quality Instructional Programs

• Specially designed instruction; UDL; differentiated instruction; 
effective parental communication to support academic progress at 
home

Ex: Ensuring Effective Assessment Practices

• High quality universal screening; effective and consistent progress 
monitoring

Ex: Providing Evidence-based Interventions and Supports

• Ensuring fidelity of implementation; addressing academic and 
behavior goals; informing parents of academic progress 



Connecting Early MTSS and VTmtss, Local 

Structures, and Rule Changes

When talking about how any key structure supports 
the Special Education rule change work, the AOE 
seeks to answer:

• Foundational questions about that structure: What is the 
structure? What does it look like? How does it work?

• How does that structure intersect with our four Early MTSS 
and VTmtss essential questions?

• How do the AOE’s Early and VTmtss framework tools help 
you to evaluate and improve that structure?

• How will that structure support your Special Ed Rule 
Change work?



Applying these questions to ESTs

When talking about how ESTs support the 
Special Education rule change work, the AOE 
seeks to answer:

• Foundational questions: What are ESTs? What do they 
look like? How do they work?

• How do ESTs intersect with our four Early MTSS and 
VTmtss essential questions?

• How can the AOE’s Early MTSS 
and VTmtss Framework tools help you to evaluate and 
improve ESTs?

• How will ESTs support your Special Ed Rule Change 
work?



Foundational information about ESTs

What are ESTs? How should they function?

• Educational Support Teams (EST): Making 
Connections with VTmtss

• Educational Support Team (EST): Practice Profile

Discussing EST within systems change 
conversations

• Early MTSS System Inventory

• VTmtss System Screener



EST: Making Connections with VTmtss



EST Practice Profile



Early MTSS System Inventory



System Screener



How are ESTs connected to our Essential 

Early MTSS/VTmtss Questions?

1. How are students who need additional supports 
identified?
• EST relies on effective, collaborative supports to 

identify students needing supports beyond the 
regular classroom.

2. How are supports for those students identified?
• EST leverages team expertise to identify supports and 

set student performance goals.

3. How are supports being delivered?
• ESTs determine setting for and nature of support 

delivery.

4. How is student progress being monitored?
• EST monitors student progress against goals 

articulated in EST plan



Early MTSS and VTmtss Frameworks: EST

Existing local 
Support Systems….

…are evaluated 
using these 
tools…

…to become 
improved and 
expanded.



How can our Early MTSS and VTmtss Framework 

Tools help you to improve your EST?

Analysis
• What is working well?
• Where do we have gaps?
• Are there needs we can address immediately?
• What will we need to improve over time?

Action planning
• How will our strengths support immediate 

improvements?
• Who needs to be involved in the process?
• What will success look like?



Supporting you in doing this work

• The AOE’s Early Education and and
VTmtss teams are available to help you 
facilitate these Framework tools and 
improvement conversations locally, as 
needed

– Remotely or on-site

• kate.rogers@vermont.gov (Early Ed.)

• tracy.watterson@vermont.gov (VTmtss)

mailto:kate.rogers@vermont.gov
mailto:tracy.watterson@vermont.gov


Anticipated Rule Change PD Calendar 

• November
– Parent Input
– Goal Writing
– Special Education definition

• December
– Functional Skills

• January
– Adverse Effect
– SLD Determinations of eligibility

• February
– MTSS/Evaluations in Special Education



Where do ESTs fit in? (1)

• November
– Parent Input
– Goal Writing
– Special Education definition

• December
– Functional Skills

• January
– Adverse Effect
– SLD Determinations of eligibility

• February
– MTSS/Evaluations in Special Education



ECSE PD Calendar

• October
o Early Child Outcomes/Indicator 7

• November
o IDEA Part C to Part B Transition/ Indicator 12

• December
o LRE/Indicator 6

• January
o Writing Functional IEP Goals

• February
o Creating Inclusive Environments

• March
o Early MTSS



Where do ESTs fit in? (2)

• October
o Early Child Outcomes/Indicator 7

• November
o IDEA Part C to Part B Transition/ Indicator 12

• December
o LRE/Indicator 6

• January
o Writing Functional IEP Goals

• February
o Creating Inclusive Environments

• March
o Early MTSS



Applying these questions to each of your 

key structures and supports
We want you to have a baseline of information, and to be 
able to engage in improvement conversations, about each 
of your local supports and structures:

• General Education classroom instruction
• Evidence Based Practices/Interventions 
• Public and Private Prekindergarten Education classroom
• Pyramid Model Practices
• Educational Support Teams (EST)
• Evaluation Planning Team (EPT)
• Individualized Education Programs (IEP) teams
• Response to Intervention (RTI)
• Coordinated and Standards-Aligned Curriculum
• Needs-Based Professional Learning (NBPD)
• Local Comprehensive Assessment Systems (LCAS)
• Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS)
• Section 504



Help us prepare for November! (1)

• What are your critical needs and questions 
related to Parent Input?

o Respond in the chat



Help us prepare for November! (2)

• What are your critical needs and questions 
related to Goal Writing (consider as a 
function of ESTs and IEP teams)?

o Respond in the chat



Help us prepare for November! (3)

• What are your critical needs and 
questions related to the Definition of 
Special Education?

o Respond in the chat



Help us prepare for November! (4)

• What are your critical needs and questions 
related to IDEA Part C to B Transition?

o Respond in the chat



Contact Information

• Jacqui Kelleher, State Director of Special 
Education: jacqui.kelleher@vermont.gov

• Tracy Watterson, VTmtss Program 
Manager: tracy.watterson@vermont.gov

• Kate Rogers, Early Education Team 
Manager: kate.rogers@vermont.gov

mailto:jacqui.kelleher@vermont.gov
mailto:tracy.watterson@vermont.gov
mailto:kate.rogers@vermont.gov
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	How are students who need additional supports 
	identified?


	•
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	EST relies on 
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	What is working well?
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	Where do we have gaps?
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	Are there needs we can address immediately?
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	What will we need to improve over time?




	Action planning
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	•
	•
	•
	•
	How
	will our
	strengths support immediate 
	improvements?


	•
	•
	•
	Who needs to be involved in the process?


	•
	•
	•
	What will success look like?





	Supporting you in doing this work
	Supporting you in doing this work
	Supporting you in doing this work
	Supporting you in doing this work


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	The AOE’s Early Education and 
	and
	VTmtss
	teams are available to help you 
	facilitate these Framework tools and 
	improvement conversations locally, as 
	needed


	–
	–
	–
	–
	Remotely or on
	-
	site



	•
	•
	•
	kate.rogers@vermont.gov
	kate.rogers@vermont.gov
	Span

	(Early Ed.)


	•
	•
	•
	•
	tracy.watterson@vermont.gov
	Span

	(
	VTmtss
	)





	Anticipated Rule Change PD Calendar 
	Anticipated Rule Change PD Calendar 
	Anticipated Rule Change PD Calendar 
	Anticipated Rule Change PD Calendar 


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	November


	–
	–
	–
	–
	Parent Input


	–
	–
	–
	Goal Writing


	–
	–
	–
	Special Education definition



	•
	•
	•
	December


	–
	–
	–
	–
	Functional Skills



	•
	•
	•
	January


	–
	–
	–
	–
	Adverse Effect


	–
	–
	–
	SLD Determinations of eligibility



	•
	•
	•
	February


	–
	–
	–
	–
	MTSS/Evaluations in Special Education






	Where do ESTs fit in? 
	Where do ESTs fit in? 
	Where do ESTs fit in? 
	Where do ESTs fit in? 
	(1)


	Textbox
	Span
	•
	•
	•
	•
	November


	–
	–
	–
	–
	Parent Input


	–
	–
	–
	Goal Writing


	–
	–
	–
	Special Education definition



	•
	•
	•
	December


	–
	–
	–
	–
	Functional Skills



	•
	•
	•
	January


	–
	–
	–
	–
	Adverse Effect


	–
	–
	–
	SLD Determinations of eligibility



	•
	•
	•
	February


	–
	–
	–
	–
	MTSS/Evaluations in Special Education






	ECSE PD Calendar
	ECSE PD Calendar
	ECSE PD Calendar
	ECSE PD Calendar


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	October


	o
	o
	o
	o
	Early Child Outcomes/Indicator 7



	•
	•
	•
	November


	o
	o
	o
	o
	IDEA Part C to Part B Transition/ Indicator 12



	•
	•
	•
	December


	o
	o
	o
	o
	LRE/Indicator 6



	•
	•
	•
	January


	o
	o
	o
	o
	Writing Functional IEP Goals



	•
	•
	•
	February


	o
	o
	o
	o
	Creating Inclusive Environments



	•
	•
	•
	March


	o
	o
	o
	o
	Early MTSS






	Where do ESTs fit in? 
	Where do ESTs fit in? 
	Where do ESTs fit in? 
	Where do ESTs fit in? 
	(2)


	Textbox
	Span
	•
	•
	•
	•
	October


	o
	o
	o
	o
	Early Child Outcomes/Indicator 7



	•
	•
	•
	November


	o
	o
	o
	o
	IDEA Part C to Part B Transition/ Indicator 12



	•
	•
	•
	December


	o
	o
	o
	o
	LRE/Indicator 6



	•
	•
	•
	January


	o
	o
	o
	o
	Writing Functional IEP Goals



	•
	•
	•
	February


	o
	o
	o
	o
	Creating Inclusive Environments



	•
	•
	•
	March


	o
	o
	o
	o
	Early MTSS






	Applying these questions to each of your 
	Applying these questions to each of your 
	Applying these questions to each of your 
	Applying these questions to each of your 
	key structures and supports


	We want you to have a baseline of information, and to be 
	We want you to have a baseline of information, and to be 
	We want you to have a baseline of information, and to be 
	able to
	engage in improvement conversations, about each 
	of your local supports
	and structures:

	•
	•
	•
	•
	General Education classroom instruction


	•
	•
	•
	Evidence Based Practices/Interventions 


	•
	•
	•
	Public and Private Prekindergarten Education classroom


	•
	•
	•
	Pyramid Model Practices


	•
	•
	•
	Educational Support Teams (EST)


	•
	•
	•
	Evaluation Planning Team (EPT)


	•
	•
	•
	Individualized Education Programs (IEP) teams


	•
	•
	•
	Response to Intervention (RTI)


	•
	•
	•
	Coordinated and Standards
	-
	Aligned Curriculum


	•
	•
	•
	Needs
	-
	Based Professional Learning (NBPD)


	•
	•
	•
	Local Comprehensive Assessment Systems (LCAS)


	•
	•
	•
	Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS)


	•
	•
	•
	Section 504





	Help us prepare for November! 
	Help us prepare for November! 
	Help us prepare for November! 
	Help us prepare for November! 
	(1)


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	What are your critical needs and questions 
	related to Parent Input?


	o
	o
	o
	o
	Respond in the chat





	Figure

	Help us prepare for November! 
	Help us prepare for November! 
	Help us prepare for November! 
	Help us prepare for November! 
	(2)


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	What are your critical needs and questions 
	related to Goal Writing (consider as a 
	function of ESTs and IEP teams)?


	o
	o
	o
	o
	Respond in the chat





	Figure

	Help us prepare for November! 
	Help us prepare for November! 
	Help us prepare for November! 
	Help us prepare for November! 
	(3)


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	What are your critical needs and 
	questions related to the Definition of 
	Special Education?


	o
	o
	o
	o
	Respond in the chat





	Figure

	Help us prepare for November! 
	Help us prepare for November! 
	Help us prepare for November! 
	Help us prepare for November! 
	(4)


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	What are your critical needs and questions 
	related to IDEA Part C to B Transition?


	o
	o
	o
	o
	Respond in the chat





	Figure

	Contact Information
	Contact Information
	Contact Information
	Contact Information


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	Jacqui Kelleher, State Director of Special 
	Education: 
	jacqui.kelleher@vermont.gov
	jacqui.kelleher@vermont.gov
	Span



	•
	•
	•
	Tracy Watterson, 
	VTmtss
	Program 
	Manager: 
	tracy.watterson@vermont.gov
	tracy.watterson@vermont.gov
	Span



	•
	•
	•
	Kate Rogers, Early Education Team 
	Manager: 
	kate.rogers@
	kate.rogers@
	Span
	vermont
	.gov
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